ABBREVIATIONS USED

AC = Appeal Case
AIR = All India Reporter
All = Allahabad
AP = Andhra Pradesh
Bom = Bombay
BPRD = Bureau of Police Research and Development
Cr.L.J = Criminal Law Journal
Cr.LR = Criminal Law Reporter
Cr.P.C = The Code of Criminal Procedure
DB = Divisional Bench
FB = Full Bench
FIR = First Information Report
GCD = Gujarat Current Decisions
GLH = Gujarat Law Herald
GLR = Gujarat Law Reporter
Guj = Gujarat
Hon’ble = Honourable
HC = High Court
HP = Himachal Pradesh
ICCPR = International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966
ICESCR = International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966
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IG = Inspector General
ILD = Indian Law Decisions
ILR = Indian Law Reporter
Kel = Kerala
Mah = Maharashtra
Mah L.J = Maharashtra Law Journal
MP = Madhya Pradesh
MPLJ = Madhya Pradesh Law Journal
NGO = Non Government Organisation
NHRC = National Human Right Commission
P&H = Punjab and Haryana
SC = Supreme Court
SCC = Supreme Court Cases
TN = Tamil Nadu
UDHR = Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948
UN = United Nations
UP = Uttar Pradesh
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